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copyright. . modern teaching techniques all act as drivers towards the proliferation of high quality multimedia training.

Related Papers. The term sol is used by planetary astronomers to refer to the duration of a solar day on Mars.
The role of technology in language teaching 2It is common knowledge that since the last three decades,
technology has made learning and teaching more effective and more interesting. The instructor asked her to
create an email account and join the online group. This shows that technology is still not introduced in our
classes. This problem makes of these teachers unstable. Students became more independent learner and
resourceful. A part-time teacher who has some mastery of the lab was in charge of the sessions. In our case,
such tools are suggested in order to develop study skills and research methodology skills in particular in our
students. The author mentioned a number of limitations and restrictions of learning styles, teaching
approaches, and computer skills in Vietnam Ibid. This subject is research methodology which can be taught
under the form of group sessions. We can think of their application in teaching all subjects and skills. These
have to do with what the LMD reform aims at through the variety of new contents elaborated in teaching
foreign languages in order to fit international needs. It enables students to see concepts and new examples
when they are watching television, listening to music, or are at the movies with friends. Using the observation
scheme prepared by the researcher, the teacher reported the observations in her two-sessions scheduled in the
labs. We assume that technology is more likely to facilitate the development of the needed skills in research if
employed appropriately and regularly. Again, such a reform needs its means, such a reform needs technology,
and it needs new methods of teaching its new implemented subjects. Cennamo et al. For her, there is a big gap
between administrative official texts and their application. JOJI B. Does this virtual classroom help learners
develop their study skills note-taking, reading, speaking, listening, writing, data collection, etc. These students
were first year LMD students from different groups. This was through two multimedia sessions where we took
the case of using the labs in searching online resources and sharing information about the course content. The
use of media sources like from what I said to my example is to connect learners with the events that are
culturally relevant. The students were required to write their email addresses 15 in number and one student
said that she has no email address. In addition, this said Department is made up of a majority of part-time and
associate teachers. These are skills both teachers and learners need to acquire within the reform before ever
thinking to use technology in teaching research methodology. Again, it is becoming more than a must in all
educational fields where Foreign Language Learning FLL is of interest for educators, researchers and
administrators. That is to say, they are not permanently teaching in that Department and hence, the new
teachers find themselves facing a virtual classroom for the first time.


